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DATA4

DATA4 is a European Data Center provider for Housing/Colocation services in France, Italy, Luxembourg and Spain strategically focused on the IT market to support Digital Transformation projects in the era of multicloud and infrastructure outsourcing.

DATA4 manages the largest Telco Neutral Data Center in Italy, near Milan (Cornaredo), with an investment plan of 250 million euros and 4 Data Centers in an area used to host 10.

Contacts

Tel.: 02.94752088
davide.suppia@data4group.com

Product description

DATA4 finances, projects and builds hyper-safe and hyper-connected Campus Data Centers, certified at the highest levels of the sector (Tier 4 - Ansi Tia 942) and with equal levels of quality and homogeneity of service in each country.

Our mission is to provide high performance, reliable and scalable Colocation solutions for Cloud Providers, System Integrators, Corporate Companies and SMEs that need the highest standards for their IT infrastructure.

https://www.data4group.com/it/